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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

TUESDAY, APRIL 21, 1931

Main Hall Bell W ill Toll
A t 7 o ’ Clock for Annual
Cleanup Day This Week
Work Begins at 8 o’Clock; Lunch Served at Noon Sonth o f Natural
Science Building; Campus Rakings Comes Ont; High Court
Convenes at 4 o’Clock; Mixer in Evening
What h o! Not
an equal number
dawns this week.
sweeping all dirt
By Albert Erickson

M

ONTANA'S spring cleaning setto—Aber Day—is not far off.

We cannot but think of how pleased
Daddy Aber would be if he could see
the entire student body turn out this
week to clean up the campus. Most
all colleges have field days o f some
sort, but none can connect them with
such a beautiful memory as the
service that Professor Aber rendered
to the State University. A great deal
of credit should go to the little old
man who spent many hours in per
sistent labor in landscaping and
beautifying the campus that we now
have. In a few weeks visitors from
all over the state will attend the In
terscholastic Track Meet and each
and every one o f their compliments
upon the beauty of the Montana
campus will come as tributes to the
work of Daddy Aber.
ARM
W skies

April sunshine
. . . hundreds

..
blue

of

rakes

and shovels cleaning the campus . . .
rousing music of the Grizzly band. . .
gibberings of the politicians . . . a
picnic lunch . . . high court . . . a
splendid holiday spirit .. . . the in
formality of the mixer . . . completes
a day which no Montana student will
fail to remember and that is the an
nual clean-up .day, Aber Day. The
work has been assigned, the bosses
have been' picked, and everything is
ready to go. If any tradition is worthy,
the tradition of Aber Day should be
Montana's best
HE pomp o f military balls and

T

the curse of rum combined to

hoes. Rakes. Wanted: 1,300 rakes and shovels for
o f students and faculty members when Aber Day
A mob o f that number will invade the campus,
and opposition before it when the bell in Main

Frosh Debaters
Win Contest With
H elena College

produce' quite a furor on the Uni-!
versity of Utah campus the other day.
Press reports of the military ball the
next day gave the state the impres-j
sion that whiskey bottles had been
strewn all over the state capitol build-!
ing where the dance was held and that j
there had been done considerable i
damage to the beautiful reception
room of the governor. Instant denial
of the "drunken brawl" was made by Eddie Krause, Leslie Pace and Miriam Barnhill Play Leading Roles “ A Fool o f a Man,” “ Marshal,*
the military authorities sponsoring
In “ House Party” ; Experienced Players Are in Cast
And “ Not Uncommon, Either**
the dance. All the victory spoils that
could be found in the capitol building
To Be Presented Thursday
“ There are 22 speaking parts in ‘House Party,’ and although
were three and a half pints—empty.

Program o f
Twenty-two Speaking Parts A re
O ne-Acts Is
Assigned for Masquers ’ Major Play
On Schedule

AMPUS politicians all over the

C

country

are

becoming

more

not all are big roles they have been assigned to competent and ex
Montana Masquers will present
perienced players,” said Mr. Angus, director o f the Little Theater.
three one-act plays at the Little
“ The cast for this play comprises the cream o f the dramatic talent

on the campus with exception of a<~
few highly talented players who are lie Burke and Louise Rule, Michael
in the one-act plays this quarter," he Kennedy and Ruth Wallace, and Ray
mond Higgins and Rita Walker. Other
said.
members of the Masquers in this cast
Principal Roles
are: Helen D’Orazi, whose hard-boiled
The leading character is being
character in the play causes a lot of
played by Eddie Krause, who will be
trouble; Sylvia Sweetman, who is
remembered for his clowning in this
reveling in the comic role of a chap
year’s Hi-Jinx. This play gives him
eron; Jack Toole, who is now a popu
the opportunity to show that he is
lar professor, and Mel Rawn, who
very capable of handling a part very
doubles as the steward and stage
different from that which he played in
manager. Betty Kelleher, who is ap
Hi-Jinx.
pearing on the campus for the first
The role of second importance in time and Jane Snyder, for whom this
ROM the earliest days of cave
this play is being played by Leslie is her second play, complete the cast.
man entertainment the old bond
Pace, -a member of the Masquers,
of brotherly preference has existed, whose experience on the campus in
sometimes so strongly that it rivals cludes two very different character
the murkiness and depth of blood izations, one as an old man in an old
relationships. This human tendency, men’s home in the one-act play "Blind
it seems, must date back into the ages Windows," the other as the incarna
when man and his family “Jungled tion of the devil in “ Granite,” major
op” in a cave or series of caves. Close production of the winter quarter.
Last of Ten Recitals Will Be Held in
associations, daily contacts, and re
The principal women’s role is
Music House at 8:80 o’ Clock
ligious hoodwinking seem to have played by Miriam Barnhill, who is a
formed a bond which is kept regard Masquer and has had much experience.
John Crowder, professor in the
less of performance. Perhaps, it is a* Her latest appearance on the campus
distant cousin of the herd instinct. was last summer when she played the School of Music, will present his last
Prom these initial contacts have lead in Lennox Robinson's "The of a series of ten recitals which he
grown mass affiliations that maintain Round Table,” under his direction. has been giving throughout the year,
in the Music house this evening at
the same crude alignment.
Jeanette McGrade, playing in her first 8:30 o’clock. These recitals have been
major production, threatens to steal very successful and have been enjoyed
HETHER it is in the monotony the show for herself in an excellent
a great deal by the music circles on
of everyday routine or in the performance of a very comic part.
the campus and in Missoula.
final glamor o f showmanship, the Radcliffe Maxey, another Masquer of
The program is as follows:
ultimate result of the combined considerable experience, plays the
1. Prelude in C Sharp Minor______
Plaudits of the association is so much role of a fraternity president with
____________ !______ Rachmaninoff
greater than a single or distracted fine dignity and understanding.
2. At the Donnybrook Fair
Scott
Supporting Cast
group. Their accomplishments are
Au Soir______________ :__ Paderewski
Clifton Hemgren, also a member of
many, but not so great as can be
M in u et________ :_____ ____Paderewski
accomplished through the co-opera the local dramatic society, plays the
Alt Wein __
Godowsky
tion of all units, both in work but comic role of a somewhat dumb and
Blue Danube Waltzes_______Strauss
rather
abused
freshman.
James
Speer,
also in appreciation.
now appearing in his second Masquer
FKOSU CO-ED I.NJUIKD
Dean Freeman Daughters led the production, is playing the part o f one
Mountaineers Sunday on a hike from of the sophomores in the play with
Helen Biggane, freshman, is in St
McNamara's landing up the Blackfoot absolute accuracy.
“ Sterling Stapp and Marguerite Patrick’s hospital suffering with a.
valley to Castle rock. This is a dis
tance of seven miles. They left at 9 Brown are worth seeing as the love broken knee-cap, received in an auto
o'clock in the morning and returned birds," says Angus. Other couples at mobile collision on the Hamilton
Ithe “ House Party" are played by Bil- road about two weeks ago.
at 7 in the evening.

loquacious as the days pass on. At
the University of Washington over
3,000 students voted to climax an in
tense campaign for student offices.
On May 1 the student body of South
ern California will hold their annual
soap box dance which is called "Cam
paign Capers". This is a social affair
at which all the surplus, debenture,
or oversupply that the candidates still
have in them is freed. It’s the poli
ticians’ polka.

F

Final Recital Will
Be Heard Tonight

W

KAPPA SIGMA LEADS

Election Will Be Held

Aber Day for A. S. U. M. and

hall stirs the air with its strokes at^7 o ’clock in the morning. That will of the High Court bench on the Oval.
be the tom-tom which an hour later His sub chiefs are, Get Their Hide
will send the horde of still-sleepy Carpenter, Let Not A One Escape
savages on the warpath scouring and Perey, Larrup ’Em Lewis, Go After
ravaging the green, and not so green, Em Grover, Let’s Have More Murder
Moore.
‘
on the campus.
The debate was held under the Ore
Police will patrol the avenues and
At 12 o’clock lunch will be served
gon cross-examination plan, each
keep an ever watchful eye on all va to the hungry horde. Police are in
speaker having 12 minutes for his
grants and violators of the Aber Day formed to keep the multitude from
main speech followed by six minutes
code. Under their chief Frank Golob, jamming the grounds. (Nothing was
of cross-examination by an opponent,
they will keep order, paddles swing said about cramming and jamming
each side having six minutes tor a
ing against heavy frames and stud empty stomachs). The stands will be final summary.
situated on the south side of Natural
ents industrious.
There were 27 votes cast by the
Pat Wilcox, Hazel Harper, Marge Science hall.
audience, those eligible being Drum
Dickinson, Dorothy Bell, Harold Dean,
Police will go into a secret confer
mond citizens only, 13 being cast for
Ruth Wallace and Martha Busey will ence with chiefs and the Counselor
the Intermountain debaters and 14 for
operate the machine guns from the Tom Swearingen, and his alert
the University. This is the closest
cars they have donated to the man Shadow, Curtis Barnes at 12:30
decision that has been given this year
agers. No other cars, armored or o’clock to discuss the attack for the
to the freshman debate squad.
otherwise, will be allowed on the afternoon.
"The debates this year,” stated Rev.
campus.
High Court will convene on the
Jesse W. Bunch, interchurjch pastor
A1 Capone (known as President C. Oval at 4 o’clock to deal with rebel
and freshman debate coach, "have
H. Clapp) will keep his Chicago ter lious subjects in proportion to* the
been very close. A margin of victqry
ritory, just south of Main hall, free crime committed. Dean A. L. Stone,
in each case was slight. I attribute
from all racketeers. No one can chief of the newspaper comanches,
the success of our freshman debate
"muscle" in on that territory unless will deliver his address at that time.
team to the squad system maintained
he is one of the "Gangk"—the faculty.
The booths' for the election of A.
by our University coach, Mr. Darrell
The Aber Day fiat will be issued S. U. M. chiefs will be placed in front
Parker. This system stresses individ
the day before Aber Day. On this list of the Law building and will be open
ual work and worth, and gives the
every member of the belligerent tribe from 8 o ’clock to 4 o’clock.
freshmen men a chance to match wits
will find his or her name and the
Campus Rakings, the annual razz
with the varsity debaters. The men
clan to which he or she has been as sheet put out by Theta Sigma Phi,
who have worked on the freshman
signed. The chiefs will check up on will be distributed during the noon
team this year will make fine con
attendance and those absent or tardy hour. “Aber Day efforts will have
tribution to the varsity squad in the
will be subjected to such treatment nothing on Campus Rakings for the
future. We should probably give due
as the justices see fit All savages are amount of dirt uncovered," the edi
credit for the three favorable decis
to report at 8 o’clock or the time tors claim.
ions this year to the presence of ‘Lady
designated on the war sheet. Those
Amplifiers will be placed on the Luck.’ ”
whose names do not appear on the roof of either Natural Science or
Before the debate was held dele
worksheet will report to the chiefs Craig hall tepees. The mike will be
gates from Intermountain Union col
and will be assigned to a clan.
located in one of the rooms of the
lege and the State University held a
Neckties are not in vogue for this tents on which the loudspeaker is
joint picnic at the Drummond tourist
devastating work, Billy Rohlffs, Chief- located. In the early, hours of the
park on Flint creek. Eleven attended
Chief, said yesterday afternoon. Any morning the band (also savages) will
the picnic from the University.
one caught with a necktie in his pos walk from group to group and play I
session will be prosecuted and per to relieve the war ennui. Later they
secuted before hundreds of blood will broadcast Entertainers from thej
craving, murderous natives in front
(Continued on Page Three)

Theater, Thursday evening, April 23,
at 8:15 o’clock. These plays will be,
“A Fool of a Man,” by Edward Finne
gan; ‘Marshal,’ -by Ferenc Molnar,
and "Not Uncommon, Either," by Har
old Shaw, Univesrity student.
“ These three one-act plays will pro
vide a full program of varied enter
tainment,” 8 a y s William Angus,
director of the Little Theater. “A Fool
of a Man,” and Harold Shaw’s "Not
Uncommon, Either" are of the usual
length for one-act plays, each being
about one half hour long. According
to Mr. Angus the Molnar play, in
which some of the best actors on
the campus appear, holds the Interest
of the audience for more than an
hour.
Those who will play in “A Fool of a
Man” are: Horaoe Bu»<jy, Eugene
Hunton; Mrs. Bundy, Helen Spencer,
and Eddie, George Long. The play will
be directed by Marian Cline. The cast
for ‘Marshal’ under the direction of
Albert Erickson and Georgia Reckert includes: Baron San Friano, Peter
Meloy; Edith (his wife), Ruth Wold;
Imre Litvay, Albert Erickson; Dr.
Janosy, Taylor Gardner, and the Ser
vant, Georgia Reckefrt. Those who
were cast in Harold Shaw's "Not Un
common, Either,” v which is being di
rected by Jean Graham and Frances
Ruckman are: Ethelbert, Cale Crow
ley; Ted, Robert Busey; Gladys, Olga
Wik, and Prudence, Margaret Price.

NO. 50

B a llo ts A r e FRATERNITY GRADES
Prepared for
GIVE TRI DELTS AND
Primary Vote

Steve Swanberg and George Boileau
Argue Affirmative in Drummond
Last Saturday
Primary
Freshman debaters completed their
debate schedule for the year Saturday
at Drummond with a victory over
Intermountain Union college, round
ing out a total of three favorable de
cisions for the year. The question
Saturday was, “ Resolved, That the
nations should adopt a policy of free
trade." Stephen Swanberg, Great
Falls, and George Boileau, Mllltown,
supported the affirmative for the Uni
versity and Ed Hamel and Marie
Thomas upheld the negative for Inter
mountain.

VOLUME XXX.

Class Offices
Everything is in readiness for pri
mary eletcions, Aber Day, according
to Bob Hendon, A. S. U. M. business
manager. A. S. U. M. and class bal
lots have been printed and all ar
rangements for balloting have been
made. Polls this year will be in front
of either the Law building or Main
hall, as in the past.

Delta Delta Delta Has 24.02 Average and Kappa Sigma Has 1 8 .9 0 ;
All University Men and Women Average Is 1 8 .9 4 ;
Index Shows More Than “ C” Average
Delta Delta Delta leads the sororities and Kappa Sigma the fra
ternities in scholarship for the winter quarter, 1931. Sigma Kappa
was second, and Delta Gamma, third, among the sororities; Delta
Sigma Lambda and Phi Delta Theta were second and third among

the fraternities. Both the fraternity
omen, with 21.35 to 21.25. The av
and sorority averages were higher
erage of all University .women was
than the highest of last quarter.
A. S. U. M. Offices
4.05.
grade points higher than that of
The average of Delta Delta Delta
Twelve names appear on thfe A. S.
was 24.02 as compared to 23.43 of the men.
U. M. ballot and one revision to the
The
average of the total University
Alpha Phi last quarter; and that of
constitution. Tony D’Orazi, Missoula;
Kappa Sigma was 18.90 as compared men and women was 18.94. That of
Bob Hendon, Lewistown, and Billy
to the average of 17.26 of Alpha Tau total fraternity men and women was
Rohlffs, Salem, South Dakota, are the
Omega last quarter. Kappa Sigma ac 18.65, and that of all non-fraternity
candidates for president
tives led all fraternity members, and men and women was 19.39.
Miriam Barnhill, Missoula; Georgia
Students of the University made an
Delta Sigma* Lambda, the pledges.
Mae Metlen, Dillon,* and Georgia
Among the women Delta Delta Delta average index of more than a "C.”
Stripp, Billings, are contestants for
and Sigma Kappa tied for highest ac That o f both men and women was
the office of vice-president Due to
tive average, and Kappa Kappa Gam 1.223. The men made 1.117, and the
an error in last week’s Kaimin, the
women, 1.371.
ma pledges were at the top.
name of Rita Walker, Grass Range,
Actives ’and Pledges
List of Averages
appeared as candidate for this office
The active and pledge averages of
The complete list of sorority aver
also. She is a candidate for A. S. U.
all fraternities and sororities were:
M. secretary. Marjovie Mumm, Mis ages in the order in which they rank
Fraternity—
Actives Pledges
soula, and Jeanne Cunningham, Mis is as follows’: Delta Delta Delta. Alpha Tau Omega___ 18.82
11.89
Kappa, 23.09; Delta
soula, are the 'other contestants for 24.02; Sigma
Delta Sigma Lambda.. 18.48
18.16
secretary.
g Gamma, 22.13; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa S igm a____ ___ 20.48
15.60
For student member of the A. S. 21.483; Kappa Delta, 21.481; Alpha XI Phi Delta Theta_____ 19.20
16.15
U. M. Store board, to serve a two- Delta, 21.39; Alpha Phi, 21.00; Kappa Phi Sigma Kappa__.__19.45
14.26
year term, Bill Boone, Deer Lodge, ft Alpha Theta, 20.57; Zeta Chi, 20.02; Sigma Alpha Epsilon.. 20.21
12.78
unopposed. The name of any eligible Alpha Chi Omega, 19.06. Among the Sigma C h i___ ________ 14.63
10.08
student may be written on the ballot fraternities the rankings were as fol Sigma N u _____ ______ 19.18
15.13
in the blank space below his name, lows: Kappa Sigma, 18.90; Delta Sig Sigma Phi Epsilon___ 18.31
' 12.11
according to A. S. U. M. election rules. ma Lambda, 18.37; Phi Delta Theta,
SororityActives Pledges
This is also true in the case of the 17.93; Sigma Nu, 17.92; Sigma Alpha Alpha Chi Omega______ 21.29
16.83
faculty members of the board, neither Epsilon, 17.73; Phi Sigma Kappa, Alpha P h i ___________ 22.85
17.46
Robert C. Line, who will serve a one- 17.28; Sigma Phi Epsilon, 16.08; Alpha Alpha X i Delta
__ 22.75
20.04
year term, or J. W. Severy, who will Tau Omega, 15.77, and Sigma Chi, Delta Delta Delta_____ 25.50
18.40
13.72.
be elected for a two-year term, are
Delta Gamma '_______ 24.56
18.50
Non-fraternity men led fraternity
opposed. Therefore, student voters
Kappa Alpha Theta__ 22.38
17.20
men
by a slight average, the average
have the privilege, as in the case of
9.88
Kappa D elta ________ 23.59
Boone, of writing in the name of any of the former being 17.89, and that Kappa Kappa Gamma 18.93
24.21
faculty member to oppose these men, of the ‘latter, 16.88. Fraternity men Sigma Kappa
25.50
19.36
living outside their houses held an
if they so desire.
Zeta Chi ....... ......../...„ 23.02
12.33
average of 17.16 to 16.46 of those liv
Constitution Change
Corbin hall girls led the residents
ing
in houses. The average of all
The revision to the A. S. U. M. con-1
of the dormitories with an average of
stitution, to change Article II, Section University men was 17.26.
21.3S. Those living in North hall made
Sorority women made a slightly
6C, will read as follows: The editor
a close second with 21.00, and those
of the Kaimin must have been the edi better average t h a n non-sorority
(Continued on Page Three)
tor of the Sentinel; or must have
served on the Kaimin staff at least
one year and must have attended the
University of Montana at least two
years and have at least 75 credit hours
at the time of election. He must be
a journalism major. He shall be
chosen by the Publications board sub
ject to the approval of Central Board.
. Senior Class Office
On the ballot of the class of ’32, Crowds Fail to Reach Record Set Last Year; Sigma Kappa Act Places
the only names to appear in the pri
Second, Independent Women, Third; Sigma Chi Second in
maries will be for the office of Cen
Men’s Division; Five Judges Listed
tral Board delegate. Only one o f the
following may be voted for, Bob Coo
ney, Canyon Ferry; Hugh Lemire,
Playing to audiences which failed by far in equalling the record
Ronan; Owen Loftsgaarden, Big Tim
crowds set last year, Delta Gamma was judged first among women’s
ber, and Everett Logan, St. Regis. The
two receiving the highest vote will Varsity Vodvil acts, and Phi Delta Theta, for the fourth consecutive
year, was given first place in the men’ s division Saturday night.
compete in the final elections.
An array of talent from seven
Junior Offices
group will be awarded $25, minus the
For the class of ’33, the ballot groups of University people provided
the
audiences with an evening of di drayage costs, and the two winning
reads as follows: President, Harry
numbers will be given an additional
Billings, Camas Hot Springs; Tom versified and pleasing entertainment $25.
Lowe, Moore, and Sterling Stapp, Bill Competition was close, making judg
ing difficult. In the women’s group,
ings.
Vice-president: Kathleen D u n n , Sigma Kappa was adjudged second
and
non-sororlty women third. Among
Deer Lodge; Kathryn Coe, Dixon;
Virginia Connolly, Billings, anl Leola the men, Sigma Chi, the only other
entry, was second.
Stevens, Poison.

Secretary: Mitchell Sheridan, Butte,
unopposed. The name of. any eligible
student may be written in the blank
for this purpose to oppose Sheridan.
Treasurer: Maxine Davis, Shelby,
unopposed. Names may also be writ
ten in here.
Central Board delegate; Lloyd An
drews, Big Timber; Millard Evenson,
Whitefish, and Horace W a r d e n ,
Broadview.
Sppliomore Contestants
The class of ’34 will have the larg
est ballot, 18 names appearing on that
sheet. Six *of these, are for the office
of president They are as follows:
Robert P. Clark, Red Lodge; Eddie
Krause, Missoula; George Long, Eur
eka; Woodrow Nielson, Deer Lodge;
Ralph Olsen, Butte, and Robert Wickware, Valler.
The contestants for vice-president
are: Kathryn Bailey, Corvallis; James
Blair, Forsyth; Ruth Brownback,
Harrison; Cecelia Dubois, Alberton,
and Lina Greene, Missoula.
For secretary: Stanley Hill, Sand
Coulee; Dorothy McLenegan, Butte;
Future Educators
Olive Midgett, Bridger, and Marian
Practice Teaching Sands, Shelby.
Central Board aspirants from the
Students who are taking “ Observe class of ’34 are: Arthur Caven, Miles
tion in Teaching,” an education course, City; Chalmer Lyman, Helena, and
have practically finished observing Claget Sanders, Missoula.
and are now taking up actual class
work. There are 45 doing practice
Mrs. C. W. Leaphart was elected
teaching this quarter. These students president of Iota province of Kappa
are divided between the high school Kappa Gamma at Che recent conven
and the upper grades of the elemen tion which was held April 18 and 19
tary schools.
at Pullman, Washington.

Delta Gammas, Phi Delts
Capture Varsity Vodvil
Prizes Saturday Night

Pharmacists
H old Initial
Judges
The acts were judged by Mrs. Eliza
Mollett D ay
beth Asendorf, a member of the fac

ulty of the Department of Economics;
C. A. Dool, local business man; Miss
Students Honor Dean's Tenure;
Irene Rich, a member of the faculty
Observe New Tradition for
of the Missoula County high school;
First Time
Miss Charlotte Russell, librarian of
the School of Law, and William |
Dean Charles E. F. Mollett was
Angus, director of the Little Theater.
Traditional strife between cupid guest of honor at a banquet given for
and satan was the dominant theme him at the Florence hotel Sunday eve
of the Phi * Delta Theta act, "Slips ning by students and alumni of the
Don’t Count” A trio composed of School of Pharmacy, in recognition of
Rowe Morrell, Billy Burke and Bill I his 24 years’ service to the school.
Dean Mollett day was observed for
Brown was the feature of this a ct..
All the color and gaiety of an old the first time Sunday as a campus
Dutch garden was expressed in Alpha tradition. The banquet, which was the
Phi’s “ Music Time in Tulip Land." featured event of the day, was at
Clever dancing, good singing and tended by more than 70 pharmacy
pretty costumes made tills one of the students, alumni, and Missoula drug
best of the evening.
gists. Orville Peek, presided as toast
Climaxing an evening of unusually master and others at the speaker's
good amateur entertainment was the table were Oakley Coffee and Robert
prize-winning Delta Gamma a c t , Harkness of Missoula. President C.
“ Sweets on Parade.” The dancing of H. Clapp and Alex F. Peterson, who
the director, Helen Fleming, along were unable to attend, sent letters
with the singing of Petrlcia Weberg which were read after the brief talks
and Dorothy Duval was outstanding were given. Telegrams received from
in this act.
alumni and deans o f schools of
Varsity Vodvil was run off unusu pharmacy were acknowledged.
ally well this year. The first show
Orchestral music was provided dur
started at 7:05 o’clock, the second at ing the evening through the courtesy
9:14 o ’clock. At the close o f the sec of Russell Watson, Missoula, and
ond show, George Hillman, manager Florence Jarussl, Red Lodge, and
o f ' this year’s production, aided by Lorraine Rowe, Terry, entertained
Jack Toole and Sterling Stapp, his with a piano duet.
two assistants, counted the judges’
Dean Mollett was presented with a
decisions and presented the cups to writing set, including fountain pen,
>the directors o f the winners. Each pencils and desk stand.
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Aber Day
ONTANA students named their first cleanup for “ Daddy” Aber
at a convocation held March 24, 1915. The date o f the first
annual cleanup was set for April 17. C. W. Leaphart, pres
ent dean o f the School o f Law, managed it. Only four people escaped
High Court at that first cleanup. Since that time an Aber day has been
held every year except in 1919 due to the World War. Previous to
1928 die date was fixed beforehand, but since then it has been kept
secret to avoid cuts. It is usually held on a Wednesday for the same

M

Just one relapse *after another, chil
dren, is the story our spring fever
SOCIAL CALENDAR
chart shows this year. One warm day
April 24
and two cold ones makes the next
warm day feature a relapse that Pan-Hellenic Dance .................................................................................Elite
hardly seems possible. When the
April 25
warm nights get here, our condition Alpha Tau Omega ............................................................................Fireside
will probably be alarming.

Sigma Nu ..........................
Sigma Phi E p s ilo n .....................................................

Uncle deplores the cold nights be
cause he feels that the bleacher turn
North Hall
reason.
c
. . . out isn't what it should be. Too many
Mable Munro and Helen Elliott of
Aber Day honors Professor William Aber, who taught Mate Uni- people have closed cars nowadays,
Kalispell were Sunday dinner guests
versity students the subjects o f Latin and Greek for twenty-four anyway.
of Ruth Rhoades.
years; he was a member o f the original Montana faculty. After re
Mildred Blackford of Billings was
tiring in 1919, “ Daddy” Aber was made professor emeritus. He died
Among other things, uncle has a weekend guest of Gertrude Warden
strictly and religiously avoided mak at North hall.
the following summer.
Ruth Wallace and Margaret McKay
“ Daddy” Aber did all that he could to beautify the Montana ing any reference to runt automobiles,
because he never had actual experi were dinner guests of Kathryn Bailey
campus. Every spring he planted trees, flowers and shrubbery, and
ence with one until the other evening. Sunday at North hall.
picked up debris and raked lawns. He told, students that the grove Now, after one demonstration, he
Audrian Hughes of Billings was a
o f trees which he planted on the northwest part o f the campus is heartily recommends them for cold weekend guest of Mae McFarland at
the one thing for which he wished to be remembered. He was very nights.
North hall.
fond o f the flower bed located just in front o f the Oval at the entrance
Dorothy McLenigan had as her din
It’s a delightful surprise to note ner guest Sunday at North hall, Mar
to the University. Professor Aber knew every tree on the campus.
For years Main hall bell has announced to Montana Students the the inconspicuous places where one cella Malone.
of them may be tucked away for a
Mrs. A. Bodine o f Livingston is
advent o f Aber Day. They have, always responded with Grizzly spirit
while.
visiting her daughter, Marjorie, at
to honor “ Daddy” Aber, appearing on the campus and cleaning every
North hall.
nook from the Forestry nursery to the Pharmacy drug garden just as Dear Uncle Hud:
Mary Davies was a dinner guest
In view of the fact that you so Sunday of Emma Bravo.
they will do— when the bell announces the 1931 cleanup.— G. G. A.
clearly set forth the rules of bleacher
Mr. and Mrs. Spafford of Livingston
play, why should Mount Sentinel be visited their daughter, Rachel, at
so heavily populated these warm North hall over the weekend. They
also attended Varsity Vodvil.
EAN CHARLES E. MOLLETT o f the School o f Pharmacy was afternoons?
Your loving nephew,
Julia Metcalf had for her dinner
honored by his students, former students and state pharm
•
Buttercup
guest Sunday Mrs. Randall.
acists last Sunday with the celebration o f the initial Dean MolLouise Beuschell was a dinner
}ett day on the University campus. Observation o f such an annual Dear Buttercup:
guest of Norma Eastman at North hall
honorary day for their dean promises to become a tradition among
Perhaps the rules Uncle set forth Sunday.
Mrs. George Metlen of Dillon visited
the pharmacy students, indicating the high regard in which they for bleacher play were a little too
strict.
her daughter, Georgia, at North hall
hold the man who heads the School o f Pharmacy.
Your loving uncle,
last
weekend. She also attended Var
Dean Moflett has given 24 years o f service to his profession and
Hud
sity Vodvil.
to his students. In recognition o f this service, the first Dean Mollett
Mrs. Nash and her daughter, Mrs.
day has been held, the principal affair o f the day being a banquet
With Aber Day this week, the band Tom Davis, Butte, visited Mary Nash
attended by students and alumni o f the School o f Pharmacy and will be able to hold its concert in the of North hall over the weekend.
outstanding pharmacists o f the state. The interest taken by those who middle of a nice clean oval.
Dr. VeiUler-Duray Visits
were present marked the observation as a distinct success, one which
One of the more serious problems
Dr. Juliet Veillier-Duray, vicewill carry on through the years.
of the age is what a person should president of the Association of Uni
The regard in which the pharmacists hold Dean Mollett was ex do to amuse himself during the afterversity Women in France, member of
emplified by the occasion Sunday. He has given many years o f his dinner speeches. Here are a few sug the international committee on the
life to make the School o f Pharmacy on the campus one o f the best, gestions :
economic and legal status of women,
1. The ash.tray: Punch out the light and a noted lawyer, will be a guest
and even as he has worked and is working, other professors on
from
your
cigarette
into
the
tray,
then
of the Missoula branch of the A. A. U.
our campus are giving their time to the students to help in their
carefully and meticulously disinte W. at a banquet this evening at the
education and to make the University campus a bigger and better
grate the cigarette, paper, ashes, Florence hotel. Her subject will be on
one.
tobacco, finishing up with dropping the educational and feminist problems
There is no doubt that we hold a high regard for our professors, the tray on the floor.
in France. She is touring the country
2. The coffee cup: Dip the spoon and comes from the international
that we respect them a great deal, but how many o f these same
• professors know it? Quite often they get blamed for something which into what coffee is left, carefully meeting of university women in Bos
carry the drop .clinging to the spoon ton. She was a guest at luncheon
is not their fault, but rather that o f the students. No doubt, some
to the top of the cup and deposit it
o f these comments reach the ears o f the professors, and they may there, speculating as to whether it today of Mrs. Harriet Sedman at
North hall. Mrs. C. H. Clapp and Mrs.
well wonder what good they are doing. But when students precipi will drain into the cup or the saucer.
Louise Arnoldson were also guests.
tate such an honor as that given to Dean Mollett last Sunday, it may
3. The tablecloth: This method may
be said that it is a true indication o f how we students feel towards be used even if all the silver and
Phi Sigma Kappa Initiates
dishes are taken away. With the
those who teach us.
Phi Sigma Kappa held initiation
thumb and forefinger, smooth out all
Sunday
morning for George Adams,
Congratulations, pharmacists, for the honor you have performed
wrinkles within reach. When all are
Great Falls; Charles O’Connell, Kal
for your dean!— M. W.
smoothed out, make some more and
ispell; Mulford Crutchfield, Missoula
smooth them ou t All this must be
Harold Snyder, Helena; Scott Strat
done with due deliberation and care.
ton, Augusta.
4. The care of crumbs: With the
An informal initiation banquet was
SUGGESTING that a student body learn its distinctive song is a dessert fork or spoon or coffee spoon
held at the Phi Sigma Kappa chapter
J
bold assertion to make. Ever since the first S.O.S. o f this quarter diligently gather all the crumbs with
house Sunday afternoon. Tom Moore
when a subdued hum and jumbled words followed the eighth in reach into one pile, mix with was toastmaster. Speakers were Em
stroke o f Main hall bell, we have wanted to urge brushing up on proper proportions of cigar and cig mett Carey, Scoop Luke, Anton Moe
arette ash, then brush the mixture
“ College Chums” .
and the initiates. Guests at the house
into the lap of the next person in
It js a song characteristic of the University o f Montana students. line. After that there will be plenty were Wilfred Fehlhaber, Helena; Pro
fessor R. L. Housman, Larry Swanson,
That it is held in high esteem by men and women on this campus is of amusement.
Deane Jones, Robert Hendon.
5. The last resort: Listen to the
evident in its place reserved for the last o f the programs o f many
Buddy Brennan was a guest at the
organizations. We all believe in the value o f it as representing’ the speaker.
Phi Sigma Kappa house over the
social contacts we have made on the campus. But let’s show our
weekend.
MOAN
belief in it and our regard for the fellowship and friendships which What makes you, dear, want to de
Delta Gamma Initiates
we have gained in the University, by singing it as if we meant it, with
part?
Delta Gamma held initiation Sun
the words on the first beat instead o f sliding in later when someone It’s so lonely when you are away,
Why can't you stay here, Dear Heart 1 day for Mae McFarland, Billings; Nita
better informed than we has sung them.
Zumwalt, Kalispell; Virginia Cooney,
The spring quarter with its Track Meet S. 0 . S. and many organiza It’s you that I’ll long for each day. Missoula; Marjory Bodine, Livings
tion meetings and that filial week o f ' Commencement requires the
You knew when I felt like not playing, ton; Juanita Ruegamer, Livingston;

The Pharmacy Dean

D

We Should Leain “ College Chums”

singing o f College Chums” with more spirit than before. We all know And just how much beer I could drink,
the words, we just have to renew them in our minds. Let’ s get them You listened to what I was saying
down pat for this quarter’ s use:
And kept still when I wanted to think.
“ Old college chums, dear college chums.
The days may come, the days may g o ;
But still my heart to mem’ ries clings,
To those college days o f long ago.
“ Through youth, through prime, and when the days
Of harvest time to us shall come,
Through all we 11 bear the mein'nes dear
Of those college days o f long ago.*!

Fine Art Students
Contribute to Club
Work of nine Fine Arts students
was displayed at a meeting of the
Missoula Woman’s club in the Y. W.
C. A. rooms yesterday afternoon.
Those who contributed to the exhibit
were: Dorothy Tupper, Margaret Mc
Kay, Frances Faick, Marjorie Davis,
Ruth Riedell, all of Missoula; Jane
Nash, Poison; George Snyder, Great
Fails; Eleanor Arnold, Butte, and
Alice Tucker, Billings.
In addition to student work, part
of the display consisted of drawings
and paintings of local artists.

It isn’t so much that there’s not
Another who’d be such a true one,
It’s just, that I don’t like the thought
Of trying to break in a new one.

Notices

There will be a very important
meeting of Bear Paw tomorrow eve
Pollinger Goes to
ning in Room 204 of the Forestry
building. It is especially urgent that
A . W . S. Convention every
member of this organization be
present. It will be at 7:30 o’clock.
Ella Pollinger, president of A. W.
Dick Fox, Chief Grizzly.
S., left yesterday afternoon for Ann
Arbor, Michigan, where she will repW. A. A. will give its spring quarter
|resent the University in national con- party tonight. All University women
Ivention of that organization. The are invited.
:convention dates have been announced
as April 24 to 26.
Faculty members are invited to at
Helen Holstad, president of the tend the Aber Day dance in the gym
women students of the University of nasium at 8 o’clock.
Washington at Seattle Joined Ella
Aber Day Dance Committee.
Pollinger here. They will travel to
gether to the convention place.
Billy Nash, Mrs. Tom Davis and
their mother and little sister, all of
Helen Spencer was a tea guest of Butte, were dinner guests at the Phi
Sigma Kappa Sunday evening.
Delta Theta house Sunday.

Theta Sigma Phi
Sends‘Out Matrix
Table Invitations
Dean Stone Will Be Chief Speaker at
Dinner at Florence Hotel
May 28
Matrix Table, which is sponsored
by Theta Sigma Phi, women’s na
tional journalism fraternity, will be
held a week from tonight at the Flor
ence hotel. Invitations have been sent
to more than 25 people.
The Matrix table which was post
poned a week will be held Tuesday,
April 28. The table will begin at 6:30
o’clock and will be the first of its
kind held at the University this year.
Dean A. L. Stone of the School of
Journalism will be the chief speaker
of the evening. The table will be open
to all alumnae, fraternity members*
and guests who have received special
invitations.
This year’s table is expected to be
very small in comparison with those
in years to come. Patricia Regan will
be in charge of the preparations for
this event.

Formal
Fireside

Janice Stadler, Helena; Elizabeth
Farmer, Helena, and Margaret Agather, Kalispell. A banquet was given in
honor of the new initiaties that after
noon. The fraternity colors, brown,
pink and blue, were carried out in
the table decorations.
Alpha XI Delta Initiates
Alpha Xi Delta held initiation Satur
day night for Ellen Alden, Big Tim
ber; Juanita Armour, St. Ignatius;
Bell Everett, W olf Point; Doris
Horton, Wlckes; Jennie Roberts, Deer
Lodge-; Verna Smith, Plentywood.
formal banquet was held Sunday at
the Palace hotel for the initiates.
Corbin Hall
Larry Prather and Bob Eigeman
were dinner guests at Corbin hall
Sunday.
Janet Hobbs, ’29, who is now teach
ing at Kalispell, was a luncheon guest
of Mrs. F. K. Turner Saturday.
Miriam Barnhill and Helen Molstead
of Seattle were lunch guests at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house Monday.
Miss Molstead, who is a Gamma Phi
at the University of Washington, is
on her way to Michigan, where she
will represent her university at the
national A. W. S. convention.
Mrs. Emily Gates of Superior, Mar
garet Breen and Jeanne Cunningham
were dinner guests Sunday at the
Kappa Alpha Theta house.

Forestry Club
Plans Field Trip
Honoring Seniors

According to Professor C. F[. Rie
dell, four contests are now open to
art students of the University. The
National Federation of Art Students,
the Montana section of the American
Chemical society, the Berkshire Play
house and the Pacific Library Binding
company are all sponsoring separate
competitive tests.
The National Federation o f Art
Students will pay $100 for the best
poster submitted on the prevention of
war. It must be entitled “ There Shall
Be No More War” and will be judged
on (a) impression created (b) com
position, color and lettering. This
contest closes Monday, May JL8.
For the best semi-permanent stage
setting, the Berkshire Playhouse of
Stockbridge, Massachusetts, will pay
the winner $200. The setting must be
suitable for use this summer and must
be appropriate for one of the follow
ing plays: “ Hay F ever;” “ Juno and
the Paycock,” “ Great Catherine,” “ The
Magistrate,” “ S. S. Tenacity,” “ Liliom," "Rosmersholm,” “The Fire
brand,” “ Hotel Universal” and the
“Adding Machine.” The closing date
of this contest is May 15.
Fifty dollars divided in three cash
prizes, will be given to the winners
of a book cover designing contest
Designs may be sent in to the offices
of the Pacific Library Binding com
pany any time prior to May 31. The
Montana section o f the American
Chemical society will pay to the per
son who submits the best letterhead
design portraying in conventionalized
form, either Montana chemical indus
try, Montana chemical education,
Montana topography or a combination
of all three, $5. This contest closes
May 10.
Further information c o n c e r n i n g
these contests may be lqarned by
consulting the Department of Fine
Arts bulletin board or by seeing Pro
fessor Riedell.

Phi Beta Kappa
Makes Bateman
V ice-P resident
National Scholastic Fraternity Meets
During Education Conference
In Spokane

Old English Law
Book Is in Library
School ol law Bays Book BabUrinl
In Sixteenth Centnry
“ Henrici De Bracton De Leglbus et
Consuetudinibus Angllae,” a book ot
old English law and customs pub
lished at London, England, in 1369
by Richard Tottelll, has just been
placed In the library of the School
of Law, according to Charlotte Rus
sell, law librarian.
The book is considerably older than
any ever placed In the' library, Miss
Russell said. It was purchased merely
because of Its age, and will be used
only for occasional reference work.
Cardwell and Company, a publishing
firm at Toronto, Canada, sold the
book to the School of Law, for $20
a few weeks ago.

Dean C. E. Mollett
Gets Appointment
Only One of 2500 in Pharmacy Chib
Has Longer Membership
Dean Charles E. Mollett of the
School of Pharmacy has been ap
pointed to the membership committee
of Plant Science Seminar, the largest
scientific pharmaceutical association
active in the profession. Dean Mollett,
with other members of the committee,
is promoting attendance at the meet
ing to be held in Miami, Florida, July
27.
Only one pharmacist, Frank Scheober, who entered the association in
1905, has a longer membership stand
ing than Dean Mollett, who joined in
1907. There are more than 2500 mem
bers listed from the United States,
Alaska, Canada, New Mexico, and
Central and South America.

Dr. V. R. Jones
Dentist
Phone 5454

Lehsou Blk.

Open Evenings

Student Appointments
Made Eliminating
Conflicts with Classes.

Dr. William G. Bateman, professor
of chemistry, was chosen vice-presi
Shields, Chairman, Plans Program for
dent of Phi Beta Kappa, national
Event Next Sunday Near
scholastic fraternity, at the annual
Milltown
breakfast which he attended in Spo
kane Saturday, April 11.
Nomination of officers for the com
Dr. Bateman became a member of
ing year will occupy the attention of the Alpha chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
the Forestry club at its bi-weekly while in attendance at the University
meeting tomorrow night. At this time of California in 1907. He has been
men will be nominated for office, with active here as director of the move
voting to take place at the next regu ment sponsored since 1916 by faculty
lar meeting, May 6, according to Bill Phi Beta Kappa members to install
Ibenthal, president
a chapter on the Montana campus.
Tomorrow evening plans will be
The meeting at wh^ch officers were
discussed for the annual Senior Field elected was held during the Inland
trip, which is to be held Sunday, near Empire Conference in Spokane last
Milltown. Jack Shields is chairman week.
of a committee composed of Howard
Coon, Archie Murchie and Millard
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers.
Evenson which is making arrange
ments for this affair.
“This will be one of the highlights
It Pays to Look Your Best
of the club’s activities for the year,”
Patronize
Shields said yesterday. “About sixty
couples are expected to be present,
leaving Missoula'in the afternoon for
the picnic ground opposite Milltown.
Quite an elaborate program has been
planned. There will be burling con
tests, baseball games and something
doing all the time.”
Seniors of the School of Forestry
are guests of honor of the club on
this day.

Kappa Psi Elects
Voighf President
Phnrmacentlcal Honorary Chooses
Officers for 1931-82
Kappa Psi, national pharmaceutical
honorary, elected officers for the year
1931-32 at a meeting in the pharmacy
building Wednesday evening.
The new officers are: Harold
Voight, Manhattan, regent: Warren
St. John, Corvallis, vice-regent; John
Romersa, Red Lodge, secretary-treas
urer, and Dee Byrd, Darby, historian.
Paul C. Phillips, head of the De
partment of History, will give a talk
before members of Kappa Psi at their
next meeting, which will lie held
Tuesday, April 21.

The G r iz z ly B arber
Shop

Our white straws
scale new heights o f
smartness with their dashing
lines and exquisite designs

For the Student
Golfer

THEPEAU-DOUX
GOLF BALL

that reflect the flippant
m ood o f spring.

39c
E ach

Three for $1.15
A Splendid Ball
That Goes Farther

Public Drug Store
Florence Hotel

T Y P E W R IT E R S
FOR SALE OR RENT
At Reasonable Rates
LISTER TYPEWRITER
SERVICE
Agents of
Corona, Underwood and
L. C. Smith

H a v e You B l u e M o m e n t s ?
Put on a new piece o f jewelry. It will lend
charm and distinction to your costume.

B. & H. J E W E L R Y COMPANY

Tuesday. April 21, 1931
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Columbia Psychological Advisor
Speaks Before Faculty Members

Mr. and' Mrs. Charles W. Donnally
Lutheran Students Scholastic Rating
of Los Angeles were guests during the
Dean R. Line Frontier Contains
O f Halls Is 19.81 past week of the J. Howard Toole
Many Articles by
Hold Get-Together
home and of Dr. and Mrs. Elrod. Mrs.
W ill D ir ec t
Donnally was a member of'the class
Montana
Authors
in South hall made only an average of 1910.
Organization
Makes
Plans
for
Picnic
by Grades
of
17.06.
Upperclassmen
in
South
hall
Early in May
Charity Drive English Instructor, Two Students and
however, rank higher than upper
(Continued from Page Ops )

Dr. Ben Wood Declares All Students Cannot Be Judged
And Educators Must Regard Special Cases

Faculty members were given an opportunity to hear Dr. Ben Community Chest Campaign
Begin With Luncheon
Wood, psychological advisor to the dean o f Columbia college, last
Today
Friday afternoon in Main hall auditorium. Dr. W ood, whose duty it
is to investigate individual student cases, related to the group

to

Four State Citizens Write
For May Issne

At the last formal meeting of the
season for the Luthern Students as
sociation, held Sunday, April 12, at
May issue of the Frontier, now on
the home of Rev. O. M. Grimsby, so
sale in the lower hall of the library,
cial and business affair’s were com
contains the largest state represen
bined in a "get-together” meeting.
tation yet to be published In the maga
The social program was as follows:
zine, according to Professor H. G.
Piano solo by Eddie Mertz; reading,
Mcrriam, editor of the publication.
Two students and one instructor at "Mandalay,” by Bernice Larson; vo
the State University have articles in cal duet by Ellen Alden and. V.
this issue. They are: "Waiting Room,’1 Embretson; piano $olo by Eddie Mertz.

classmen in either of the other dormi
tories. The upperclassmen’s average
was 24.31 as compared to 24.23 for the
upperclass women in North hall and
22.96 for those ln Corbin. Corbin hall
freshmen made the highest average.
Extra-Cnrricnlar ,
In the extra-curricular activities
group Kappa Tau leads with 32.27
Mortar Board is second with 31.22
and the debate team was third wJIth
24.65. Other activities in their order
of rank were: Siient Sentinel, 24.32;
Tanans, 23.06; Masquers, 22.61; Bear
Paw, 18.50; Varsity basketball, 15.95;
“ M” club, 15.87, and freshman basket
ball, 12.23.
Central Board members made more
grade points per person than any
other school officers. Their average
was 28.75. Averages of other officers
were: A. W. S., 24.50; sophomore
class officers, 19.75; junior class offi
cers, 18.75; senior class officers,
14.00; freshman class officers, 13.13.

In the Crescent
at Cornell

assembled to hear him, the results®Workers on the Community Chest
o! a survey made of the colleges and
campaign, of which Dean R. C. Line
universities in Pennsylvania. The sur
is chairman, are rapidly perfecting
vey, of not only those who were
plans for the active drivb which be
deficient but of those who were espe
gins today with a "kick-off” lunch
cially proficient, was made to regulate
eon at the Florence hotel. The main
At the business meeting it was de
work so that those students might
speaker at the luncheon will be Sam a humorous short stoty by Alice Han
lie freed from the limitations of the
R. Parker, secretary of the Butte Y. cock, English instructor; "Fledgling,’1 cided to hold a picnic May 10, but
traditional curricular requirements. Other Sew Volumes Are Received by M- C. A.
a short story by Melda Schwab, and as plans have not been fully com
pleted members of the association
The general theme o f the talk was
University Library This
The purpose of the campaign is to "The Train,” a sketch by Bob Struckare asked to see the officers and
that our work in education is failing
Week
raise $28,000 which will take care of man.
committee members within the next
because of our failure to regulate the
Other
Montanans
contributing
to
the needs of Missoula’s 13 charitable
demands of these special cases and
The Frontier has donated a number organizations. The chest drive which this issue are: Mrs. C. W. Towne of week for definite notices as to where
because we require under our grad of new books to the University li is in the form of a military campaign, Butte, who has written "Six Blocks,” the picnic will be held.
ing system precisely the same work brary. The books which are to be is one that has been" used in many a short story; Jason Bolles of Butte
Members of the entertainment com
from the student who is not mentally placed on the open shelf in the read other cities. The leaders of the differ with his poem, "Roadhouse Girl,” Miss mittee who were appointed are: Wil
endowed to meet these requirements ing room are: Dust of Dreams by ent groups are "generals” and under Maxine Singley of Lewistown contrib liam Hilde, chairman: Florence Roreasily or is particularly brilliant in Marcia Lewis Leach; Songs of the them are the colonels, majors and cap uted her poem, "Comprehension/' and vik, Helmer Hansen, Bernice Larson
favorite
Walter L. Pierre of Lewistown with a and Olga Wik. Other members present
certain lines of work and extremely Lost Frontier, by Knibbs; The Grub tains.
mining sketch called, "Underground
Street Book of Verse, by Henry Har
were asked to assist those appointed
dull in other studies.
Campaign Divisions
on the committee if it were possible
Dr. Wood made a plea for as nearly rison; Buckaroo Ballads, by S. Omar
n g in e e r s walking across cam
The campaign is divided into four
for them to do so. *
as possible a complete removal of re Barker; My People, The Sioux, by
pus to a lab in Sibley . . . arts
Mrs. O. M. Grimsby and Mrs. G.
strictions and for the substitution of Chief Standing Bear and Silence by divisions: "General” E. S. Holmes Aber Day M ixer
Btudents gathered on the porch of
will have charge of Division A, which
Goldwin Smith . . . lawyers on the
W. Anderson served a lunch after the
achievement ' for the criterion of Alice E. Gipson.
Is at 9 o ’ Clock business meeting.
is composed of firms and executives;
steps of Boardman. Not much time
Other new books received in the li
Specializes in
grades.
between classes. . . but enough for
According to Dr. Wood, the Chicago brary are: Two Famous Hatters, Un- "General” George Morris is head of
a pull on a pipe of good old Edgedivision B, which is made up of pro
(Continued
from
Page
One>
Dean William Leaphart of the
Economic H i s t o r y
of
experiment is the greatest advance degroff;
worth!
Fine
School of Law is attending the annual
step in educational work that has American Agriculture, Bogart; The fessional men and and the retail ranks will also "go on the air.”
Cornell men know their smok
stores; "General” Ed Polleys is head
HAMBURGERS
At 9 o’clock in the men’s gymna sixth district conclave of Rotarians,
been taken in generations. He cited Plant in Relation to Water, Maximov;
ing tobacco. And they’re not alone
of division C, or the industrial ‘ and sium, the mob, relieved of its attack held this year at Anaconda. He will
several personal cases that had come Why English Sounds Strange, Aiken;
in their choice. Harvard, Yale,
BEER
educational group, in which the Uni on the'campus front, will congregate return Wednesday.
Illinois, Michigan, Stanford, Dart
under his observation officially. One Economy in Public School Fire Insur
versity is placed; “ General” Mrs. T. and dance. Nat Allen’s seven-piece
mouth, Bowdoin—all report EdgeMALTED MILKS
case was that of a student who had ance, Smith; The Mentally Defective
worth far in the lead. In 42 out of
failed in plane trigonometry four Child, Young; The Organization of Smith is in charge of the women’s! orchestra will furnish the music. Late was unveiled by members of Pene
64 leading colleges and universitiesFor Hnngry Students
division, which will make the house- 'permission until 12:15 o’clock has tralia. Chancellor E. C. Elliot spoke
times and was about to the fifth. He Supervision, Ayer and Barr; Public
Edgeworth is the favorite pipe
to-house canvass. Warren B. Davis been obtained. At that time the Cam on behalf of the Greater University,
ranked high in other subjects, how Welfare Administration in Louisiana,
tobacco.
will have charge of the publicity di pus clan will fold up its war bag and M. J. Elrod, who joined the faculty
ever, having a master’s equivalent in Wisner; Anglo American Trade (1800Cool, slow-burning hurleys give
vision and Walter McLeod will head retreat until the next Aber Day the same year as Daddy Aber, rep
English and in foreign languages. Dr. 1850), Buck; Have We 'K ep t the
this smoke the character that col
the speaker’s bureau. It is estimated dawns.
resented the faculty; and J. H. T.
lege men like. Try a tin of EdgeWood said, “ I found one professor Faith? Prosser and Allen; Business
that 335 workers are engaged in this
worth yourself—pack it into your
Aber Day has an interesting his Ryman, Mr. Aber’s most intimate
in the mathematics department who Statistics, Snider; How To Succeed
campaign and the numbers of sub tory. Nearly every student on the friend, spoke for the local board of
TODAY TO THURSDAY!
pipe, light up, and taste the rich
looked at that case as I did. I had the in College, Book; Content and Form
scriptions will reach approximately campus knows that it derives its name trustees; George H. Greenwood, 1904,
natural savor of fine hurleys, en
student transferred to his section in of Children’s Original Compositions,
hanced by Edgeworth’s distinctive
5,000.
from W. M. Aber, professor of Latin a student under Daddy Aber, repre
plane trigonometry. He was tt>ld that Betzner; Predicting First Grade Read
eleventh process.
The
headquarters
for
the
campaign
sented
the
alumni;
and
J.
B.
Towns
and
Greek
here
from
1895
to
1918.
under the rules he must attend regu ing Achievement, Deputy;
In the Greatest Triumph of the
At all tobacco stores—16^ the
Social Psychology and International during the drive will be in the build Daddy Aber, who was a member of end, president of the Associated'
larly but that while he was in the
Talking Screen
tin. Or, for generous free sample,
write to Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S.
classroom he might do whatever he Countries, Stratton; Sugar in Relation ing east of the Western Union. Some the original faculty here, is said to Students at that time, spoke in their
“ A CONNECTICUT
22d St., Richmond, Va.
wanted. He did. When examinations to Tariff, Wright; State and Local one will be there at all times to give| have been the students’ greatest friend behalf. A letter from ex-Presldent
YANKEE”
Taft, one of Abre’s closest friend? at
came the student went up with his Taxation of Property, National Indus out supplies. Professor E. R. Sanford on the campus.
of
the
School
of
Business
Adminis
He planted trees, raked the lawns Yale, was read during the services.
A Super Comedy With the
blue book and questions and said to trial Conference Board; Oil Quest
Greatest of Comedians
the professor, ’I can't do these: and Fuel Oil Supply, National Indus tration will be in charge of auditing and did everything possible for the
improvement of the U n i v e r s i t y
they’re all x’s and y’s; If I take this trial Conference Board; Great Relig the receipts.
S M O K IN G T O B A C C O
grounds.
He
could
often
be
seen
pick
University Represented
I will fail again.’ The professor told ion Teachers of the East, Martin;
the student to take six blue books Progress of Civilization, Porter; Ad
Dr. N. J. Lennes, chairman of the ing up papers which had been scat
Edgeworth
Is a blend
and fill them with x’s, y’s and z’s, venturous Religion, Fosdick; Psycho Department of Mathematics, is chair tered around.
of fine old hurleys,
STARTING WEDNESDAY!
Daddy Aber died in Waterbury,
with i ta natural savor
triangles and circles. Then he told physiology, Tralane; Hobbes Selec- man of the Executive Board of the
enhanced b y Edge
him to write one sonnet on planeltions, Woodbridge; Psychology and Social Service Council. R. C. Line, Conn., in 1919 from the effect of in
worth's distinctive
trigonometry. The student wrote six the Preparation of Elementary School dean of the School of Business Ad fluenza contracted in 1918 while he
eleven th process.
Buy Edgeworth any
In
sonnets and received a grade of C-, Teachers, Teachers College series; ministration is chairman of the Com was teaching at the University. The
where ln two forms
which passed him. This same stud- Philosophy, Bertrand Russell; The munity Chest drive proper. Dr. G. D. first Aber Day was held before his
— **Ready-Rubbed ”
“ THE GIRL OF THE
and "Plu g Slice." All
ent has since published a volume of Foundation of Experimental Psychol- Shalleuberger, chairman of the De death, however, in 1915, when a con
s iz e s , 15* p o c k e t
GOLDEN WEST”
prize poems and is one of the best ogy, Carl Murchison; Bibliography of partment of Physics, has charge of the vocation was called and plans laid
package to pound
for
the
first
cleanup.
Daddy
Aber
was
humidor tin.
It’s a Big One and It’s Going
known present-day writers in Ameri John Dewey; Machu Picchu, Citadel soliciting of the educational group,
can Terse.” Dr. Wood also gave many of the Incas, Bingham; Modern Ad which Includes the University, high one of the fosterers of the tree plant
Get up In the morning
more instances to prove the effects of vertising Art, Young; The Illinois school, parochial and public grade ing idea. He was very fond of ever
clear headed, smiling
greens and he planted most of that
curricula tyranny.
and happy*
NYAL
Campus Plan, Tilton and O’Donnell; schools.
gaits relieve all Irrttavariety which are now standing on
To emphasize his point, Dr. Wood In the Beginning, Smith; The Great
the campus. One of his most signifi
presented a series of graphs using a est Experiment in History, Grigg;
and overeating.
cant monuments is the little grove of
bottle • . • . 65c
stereoptican screen. T h e graphs Some SpanisI^American Poets, BlackHum size • • • • Me
trees in the northeast corner of the
showed the result of the educational well; Anthology of Mexican Prose and
campus.
survey of the state of Pennsylvania. Anthology of Mexican Yerse, Rosen
•At present in that grove just south
Smith’s Drug Store
The survey was made of three groups, berg and Templen; Debate Coaching,
east of North hall is a bronze plaque
one just entering the primary grade, Lehman; Cuentos Populares Espanbearing
this
inscription,
"Aber
Grove,
the second just entering high school oles (3 volumes), Epinosa; Santivans
Planted by William M. Aber, profes
and the third just entering college. |la Hechizada, Coeste; The Vergilian
Men prominent in business
The study followed the primary group j Age, Conway; Basquerre, Eleanor Hi-Jinx Will Be Produced lu Autumn sor of Latin and Greek at the State
University, 1895-1919.” This plate was
Quarter
Instead
of
Winter
to its entrance in college. More than Mercein; Dickins Days in Boston,
agree that appearance is a large
placed there April 22, 1927. It re
As Formerly
4,000 cases were represented in the Payne; The Technique of the Novel,
placed a memorial stone which had
factor in a successful career.
survey. The graphs showed results on Grabo.
been there since October 24, 1919. At j
No
manuscripts
lor
next
year’s
Hia basis of achievement which was
—■
-------------- ------------Jinx have yet been submitted, accord that time memorial services wer.e held j
To University students we
measured by a set of 3,000 questions ^ #
W
*
p t •
for Professor Aber, and the stone
ing to Michael Kennedy, manager.
which were given at the completion O l£ £ lT lc l j J C l t S V / i l l
say—
The annual production, sponsored
of the college work. The results bore
by the Associate students, will be
out exactly the theory advanced by
For Expert Dry Cleaning
“ It Pays to Look Well”
held during autumn quarter next
Dr. Wood that all students canand Pressing
year, instead of winter quarter as
oot be judged by grades in one
it was this year. This makes it nec
THE MISSOULA CLEANERS
subject The fact was also developed
Ice cream is healthy, delightfully refreshing and satisfying. What
ihat while the majority of colleges I uiakeslce, Cooney, Overholser; Jones essary that all authors competing for
AND DYERS
the $25 prize have their manuscripts
in Pennsylvania come within the lines
Jo|„ Honorary Journalism
better way to keep up your bodily spirits and mental spirits* too,
612 S. Higgins
Dial 3163
in before the end of school thia quar
of the general average in achieve-'
Fraternity
during the warm days now, and the warmer days later, than to
ter, if possible, and absolutely not
ment» a group of 13 granting bacca__________
acquire the habit of dropping in to the Student Store for ice cream,
laureate degrees did not rank with| sigma Delta chii men’s honorary later than the beginning of school
cool drinks, and a refreshing moment of rest, every day in the
even ordinary good high schools. Vol- journalism fraternity, held its annual next fall.
The change to autumn quarter
week?
unteers w e r e called for among I banquel at the Palace hotel, Sunday
METROPOLE—101 E. Main
aculUes on the achievement test and nIght In h0nor of the new pledges makes it necessary that all advance
« the few who volunteered some left and |nitiates. The banquet was the arrangements for the production and
Let Us Supply Your Needs
FLORENCE— 103 N. Higgins
before they were halt finished and Iargest ot itg kind in the history of casting be finished by the first of Oc
for that
PIONEER—123 W. Main
tober, so that rehearsals can start as
he average ot thosd who went the fraternity at the University,
SOUTH SIDE—627 S. Higgins
FORMAL or FIRESIDE
hrough was below the average of the
The initiates were Walter Cooney, soon as possible after rush-week.
"Students with hopes of some day
ON THE CAMPUS
** or ln 1,1811 school.
Robert Blakeslee, Joel Overholser and
RAINBOW—136 N. Higgins
Dr. Wood, who came to the Univer- Deane j 0nes. The ceremonies were becoming writers should not pass up Bowls and glasses furnished free.
»ay upon the recommendation of for- heid at 4:30 o’clock in. the afternoon I this opportunity. It not only offers
mer chancellor ot the G r e a t e r at the home of Dean A. L. Stone, 416 the means of expressing one’s Ideas,
University of Montana, Edward C. El- East Pine street Each initiate was but will be good practical experience,
plus a $25 prize,” Kennedy said yes
Hot, will also speak at the State called on to give a speech.
terday.
allege at Bozeman.
The meeting was presided over by [
Mel Rawn, president of the fraternity,
and the speakers included Wilfred
Fehlhaber, past president of the Mon-1
tana chapter and now alumni inspec
tor, who is now with the Associated
Press at Helena; Dean A. L. Stone
.
_________
of the School of Journalism; Dean
Fenner University President Travels T. C. Spaulding of the Forestry
Witt Mr. Speer to Convention
school; R. L. Housman, professor of
In Buffalo
journalism and the initiates. Sougs
■
______
were led by Dr. Emerson Stone.
Dr-Edward O. Sisson, former preslThe banquet was given for all
of the State University, passed alumni, active members, initiates and |
They’re just supremely smart
•Hrough Missoula last Sunday on bis Pledges. The guests of the chapter
**y to England and Wales, his birth- were Dean T. C. Spaulding, Professor
in oxfords, pumps or straps...
H*ce, for a two months’ visit.
J oin Crowder, Charles Hardy, A1
I t’s the Quickest W ay Home
At present. Dr. Sisson Is profes- Schak, Dr. Emerson Stone, Jennings
and w e shall gladly tint them
*«r of philosophy at Reed college in Mayland, Ronnie Miller and Thomas
Portland, Oregon. On his return from Regan.
to match any c '~>r frock.
K fo*d, the former president plans to
“
I
•wch in the summer session at Har-I Dr. and Mrs. P. C. Phillips en erfrSHlONPlAIJ
; vard.
I tained the Missoula Audobon society
l “ any of his old friends and a sso-[lasl Saturday evening at their home
c*atos at the University weht down to on Beckwith avenue. The program
•He train to greet Professor Sisson I consisted of interesting talks by Ken« « * l s way through and J. B. Speer, neth Roahen of the Bison reserve at
Shoes and Hosiery
Phone 5390
228 N. Higgins
University registrar. Joined Dr. Sis- Moiese, and by Miss Margaret Linn.
on his way to a registrar’s con- Refreshments were served at the
-Ventton in Buffalo, New York.
|meeting.

Frontier Donates
Many New Books
For Open Shelf

TheMissoulaClub

. . . as in 42 other
leading colleges,
there is one
smoking tobacco

E

F O X -W IL M A
W ill Rogers

EDGEWORTH

F O X -R IA L T O
A nn Harding

Scripts Should
Be Submitted by
End of Quarter

Keep C ool. . . Keep Well

Holds Initiation
Banquet Sunday

With Student Store Ice Cream

PUNCH

Associated Students’ Store

MAJESTIC CANDY &
BEVERAGE CO.

Br. Sisson Passes
Through Missoula
On His W ay East

S p rin g F e v e r o n th e
C am p u s

YOU’LL LOOK
SO COOL, SO LOVELY
IN LINEN SHOES

Is Best Expressed in the Open A ir

ROLLER SKATE!

;8 ’ 5 0

SP A L D IN G BLU E S T R E A K
Boys’, $ 2 :2 5 - Girls’, $ 2 .5 0

Missoula Hardware & Plumbing Co.

Dixon & Hoon

Tuesday, April 21, 1931

TH E M O N T A N A K A I M IN

INTERCLASS TRACK
MEET IS POSTPONED
UNTIL MAY 1 AND 2

High Schools
CINDER CHATTER Notify Track
The Huskies have a small sophomore, 245 pounds, Ted Bell by
name, who is tossing the iron ball around like a baseball. To keep in
A ttendance
form he strongarms the discus a matter o f 135 feet and according
to those who know, the big boy will be an Olympic competitor next
Fifty-four o f Present Responses
year.
To Questionnaire Signify

Poor Training Weather and Illness of Men Cause Delay in Schedule
Idaho had a tough break the other day when almost half o f the
Of Track Competition; Only Three Events Run Saturday in
frosh track squad was declared ineligible due to low grades. Hope
Second Time Trials for Varsity and Frosh Track Men
Montana has better luck.

Entrance in Meet

E^lrly returns from a questionnaire
sent out five or six days ago to every
high school in the state indicate that
Only three events were run last Saturday in what was to have
Now that “ Old Sol” has finally decided to do some fancy shining a large percentage of schools will be
been the second time trials for varsity and frosh track men in prep most o f the tracksters will be able to realize their secret ambition, represented at Missoula in the twentyeighth annual Interscholastic meet.
aration for the interclass track meet. As a result the interclass that o f a good healthy sun-tan.

struggle has been postponed because o f the poor training weather
from April 24-25 to May 1-2.
It was also postponed to give the
seven men, now out of competition
because of the flu, a chance to com
pete in the class meet.
Elbert Covington, a newcomer In
University athletics, sprinted the
quarter mile in 51.3 to lead Archie
Grover and Jack White. Clarence Wat
son whirled -twice around the track
in 1 minute 59.6 seconds for first place
in the half mile. Bob White and Em
mett Carey placed second and third.
In the 100-yard dash Bob Parmenter
led Stevlingson and Robertson, a
freshman, to the tape in 10.3 seconds.
No other races or field events were
held. Watson’s specialty is the mile
run but his half mile time was lust
4 seconds above the state record
which is h e ld ' by Barkes Adams, a
former University man.
The University is not the only Mon
tana school to be handicapped by this
type of Montana weather. Montana
State college, although having a dirtfloor room under their gymnasium in
which to practice, has been bothered
by unfavorable weather.
Of their track team the State col
lege paper, The Weekly Exponent,
says: “ The squad this year seems to
be even better than the one of last
year and there has been considerable
good material picked up from the
freshman class to take the places of
the men that graduated last year. The
usual strong string of field men is
apparently present again this year
and the cinder threshers are prom
ising to show even better than they
have in the past”

Three University
Boxers Appear on
D ow ntow n Card

“ Of 79 schools already turning in
the completed questionnaire,” Dean T.
C. Spaulding said yesterday, “ 54 have
signified their intentions of sending
representatives. Twenty-five will not
send students to the meet. These, of
course, are the very earliest returns,
and many more schools remain to be
Comes spring at last and Jock is having his tracksters make up
heard from."

Twirling the discus out 146 feet 6 inches,. August Buse o f the
University o f Washington indicates that the Huskies' weight strength
is going to be a big factor in gathering points for first place in the
various track meets this year.

Chris Nielson, Zeh Malone and John for lost time. From Monday till Sunday the boys are grooming for
Pertinent facts which are necessary
McKay Will Fight Tonight at
the first meet to be held in Spokane next month.
for track week arrangements were
Loyola Gym
asked for in the blanks. Included
Archie Grover is stepping the 4 4 0 around 51.3, while brother among these were questions asking
Tonight at 8:15 o’clock the first of
the number of men and women to be
three University fighters will climb Bud is making the mile look like a peaceful pastime.
sent (including chaperons, principals,
Into the ring to do battle on the Gar
coaches and contestants, in athletics
den City athletic club’s card at the
John Bills and Monte Robertson raced a dead heat in the 100-yard and other activities), the day, upon
Loyola gymnasium. Chris Nielson,
dash
the
other
day,
being
clocked
at
10
1-5
seconds.
which
they will arrive and by what
lightweight champion of the school, is
means of transportation.
a slight favorite to repeat a former
victory over Frank Van Dorn, Mis
California’s highly touted track and field aggregation ran into
soula junior welterweight.
a super-charged Trojan dreadnaught at the Olympic stadium at Los
In the second bout, Zeh Malone,
Angeles two weeks ago, and when the smoke cleared away, the
campus featherweight king, and un
defeated in any bouts so far, will Golden Bears found themselves on the short end o f a 103-to-28
clash with Bobby McKay of Milltown, score.
also undefeated in his quest for ring
National Guard Officer W ill Review
honors. Milltown is sending down lots
Frank W yckoff, Southern California ace, was clicked in the cen
Local Drill Unit
of money to bet on this match and tury at 9.7 seconds at the meet held with California.
it is being covered rapidly.
John McKay is facing the most ex
Major Joseph C. Thomas, senior
A new Southern California record was made in the 440 when instructor in the Montana National
perienced man of his career tonight
when he meets Joe Houghton of Fort Williams broke the tape at 4 8 .4 seconds and the 8 8 0 was covered Guard, will inspect the Grizzly Bat
Missoula. Houghton and McKay have in 1 minute 57 seconds by McGeagh. The Trojans are going to make talion of the local R. O. T. C. unit
each taken a decision from Pearl Pol it plenty tough for some people this year.
on May 11-12. Non-commissioned of
lard, giant football player, and both
ficer's appointments will be an
believe they will win tonight. Stud
nounced Monday, April 27, at formal
Elbert Covington, a newcomer to the Grizzly track squad cov drill.
ent supporters of McKay, Nielson and
Malone have shown great interest in ered the '440 in 51.3 in the time trials Saturday. The new Southern
The inspection on May 11 will in
this card, which appears to be the California record for this distance is 48.4 and held by one o f the clude battalion and other exercises
best signed here yet this year. Part best men on the Pacific coast. With California weather Montana and field work. On May 12 Major
of the promotion of the fights is being
Thomas will inspect class rooms and
might make it quite unpleasant for various teams down south.
looked after by a University student.
work of advanced students. Notice of

Major Thomas Will
Inspects R. O.T.C.

Schools Choose
Entries fo r the
Track Meet Here
Hobson Enters Team First; Bntte and
Anaconda Battle for Entries
On Hay 2.
‘ During the two weeks yet remaining
for entries in the 1931 Interscholastic
track meet to come in, various sec
tional and county meets throughout
the state will he held to determine
each school’s representatives. Hobson
high school from Judith Basin county
was the first to enter its team, nam
ing six contestants in the athletic
events.
Anaconda high school is running
off its interciass meet-In preparation
for a clash with Butte high, at which
time its Interscholastic entries will he
selected. The Mining district meet will
be held May 2, and on the same date
Great Falls will hold its relay carni
val.
Of the 26 schools which broke into
the scoring column last year, nearly
half were the smaller institutions in
the state. Belfry, Malta, Bearcreek,
Bainvllle and Belt were all well up
in the point making, with several
others crowding them closely.

Anita Jasmin Gives
Concert A p ril 30
Helena Child Pianist W ill Be Assisted
In Concert by Orchestra
Anita Jasmin, child pianist and
composer of Helena, will give a con
cert in Main hall auditorium Thurs
day, April# 30. She will be assisted
by the University orchestra which will
play the accompaniment for Mozart
“ Piano Concert," a s ' one number on
the program.
Anita gave a recital in Helena re
cently and played the entire program
from memory. The Helena papers
were more than enthusiastic about
her work.

First String Men
May Be Ineligible
Unless the scholarship of 10 or 12
possible first-string men improves
before the end of the quarter, Coach
“ Bunny” Oakes is going to face the
greatest handicap that has ever con
fronted any Montana mentor. With a
squad o f only 46 men to mold into a
football team which competes in one
o f the fastest leagues in the country
the loss of a dozen first class men Is
going to make it almost impossible
to finish any place but In the second
division.
A fast scrimmage was held Satur
day and the boys showed mid-season
form on a few plays and formations.
Oakes was pleased with the progress
made in the last two weeks. The backfield situation is slightly weak, but
the line material is average. George
Snyder is looking very good at tackle
and may be one of the mainstays next
fall. Pat Caven is tossing the pigskin
like a big-timer, and Jack McDonald
showed a lot o f speed at halfback in
Saturday's scrimmage.

For Good Steaks
and
Fresh Oysters
Come

to

Schram m - Hebard
M eat M arket
417 North Higgins
Phone 3191 .

DEAUVILLE SANDALS
Are Made as.;
Good as New
When

TAXI

W e Re-sole

other inspections will follow at a later
Day--Night
The interclass track meet has been postponed from April 24-25 date.
Them
PHONE 3484 BUS TE R M IN A L
to May 1-2 due to bad weather.
According to Captain Fred Rogers
1 p a s s e n g e r ________________ 35c
several men will receive their chev
2 p a ss e n g e r s_______________ 60c
rons at the formal drill on the oval
3 passengers .....
76c
4 passengers .........
$1.00
on Monday, April 27. “ These promo-;
tions will be made to all men whom
(16 block limit)
their superiors feel have justly mer-i
Meisinger Stages through the . heart of
Dr. Juliette Velllier-Duray Arrives in
129 Higgins Avenne
ited them,” said Captain Rogers.
the Bitter Root Valley and
Missoula as Speaker on
Taxi Service In the City
A. A. Y. W. Tour
Shoe Shine Parlor in
Jean Ross of North hall, who has
Hlssonla, Montana
School of Forestry Senior W ill Have been sent to the hospital, will be out
Connection
D O N ’T W A L K
C ALL US
Dr. Julliette Veillier-Duray, promi
Faculty Interscholastic Committee
Thesis Printed in the
in a few days.
nent French woman lawyer, lunched Golf, Tennis, Baseball, Horseshoe
“ Tim berm an”
Releases Personnel for
today at North hall and at 1 o’clock
Tournament Will All
addressed Mrs. Louise Arnoldson’s
Track Events
“Use of Plows in Fire Line Con
senior French class on “ Contemporary
Begin Soon
struction," a thesis prepared by Hugh
Officials for the twenty-eighth an French Literature." Later she was
Redding, a senior in the School of
nual Interscholastic track meet have driven around the campus and Mis
"Entries for the aU-University golf Forestry, will be printed in differ
just been announced by the faculty soula by members of Missoula’s and tennis championships must be in ent issues of the “Tlmberman," inter
committee, and the list includes many branch of American Association of by Wednesday, April 22,” said Harry national lumber journal, according to
who have helped with the meet over University Women.
Adams, director of intramural sports. word received by Redding from
Tonight she will speak on the mod
a long period of years. George Varnell
Baseball captains have been selected George M. Cornwall, editor of that
will serve as starter for the meet for ern problems of the French woman for the inter-class league beginning magazine.
the sixteenth time, and his assistant at a dinner sponsored by the Ameri- Thursday, April 23, which will be the
For ten years Redding has worked
will again be Jimmy Brown, former i can Association of University Women. opening of the University baseball during the summers with the United
Dr. Veillier-Duray arrived in Mis
sprint star.
States Forest Service, obtaining prac
soula yesterday at 3:50 o’clock. She season.
tical experience in fire fighting. Dur
The complete list of officials:
Those who have submitted scores
went immediately to the home of Mrs.
ing the Christmas vacation, he re
Referee, President C. H. Clapp.
for
qualifying
in
the
championship
Louise Arnoldson, where she was the
Starter, George Varnell; assistant guest of honor at a tea given by Mrs. golf matches are: Bill Rand, M. We- turned to his home in Millboro, North
Carolina, for the first time in ten
starter, James Brown.
Arnoldson and members of Le Cercle dum, R. Flint, D. Fitzgerald, J. DahClerk of course, Oakley Coffee; as de Chevalier de la Verendrye. She was lin, R. Lewon and Bob Davis. The years. On his return to Montana, he
stopped
off at Asheville, North Caro
sistants, Kirk Badgley, Joe Mayo, Bill also honor guest at a dinner given tennis entries include: E. Sunderlin,
Morrison, F. Holmberg, J. Stewart
S. Mario, Bill Rohlffs, Victor Agather, lina, where are located the headquar
later by Mrs. Arnoldson.
ters
of
the Pisgah national forest
Weight judges, Harvey Elliott, c le rk ;. Dr. Veillier-Duray will leave to Tom Tobin, Tom Rowe and George
E. C. Mulroney, J. Patterson and C. morrow afternoon to continue her Gougler. Students who have entered Here he obtained more information
Muhlick, shot; A. Lucy, Emil Perey speaking tour of the western states in the championship golf matches and data which he used in the writing
and H. Murray, discus; E. Holmes, and Canada sponsored by the Ameri must play 36 holes and turn in at of his thesis. When he took the civil
G. Lockwood and L. Schultz, javelin. can Association of University Women. tested scores. Then, the four lowest service' exams for junior forester
T h e b e s t w a y to find out just
just quit Camels if yon can.
Jump judges, H. Forbis and M. Mc She is a guest at present of Miss men will be selected to play a four some time ago, he presented his thesis
Cullough, clerks. Dr. R. H. Nelson and Ruth Smith, president of the local some, to total the 56 holes. The two to the examiners. Redding is a can
what the new Humidor Pack
Remember, it’ s dust-dry ciga
Billy Burke, pole vault; H. Wilkin branch.
men who turn in sufficiently low didate for graduation from the School
does for Camel smokers is to
of Forestry in June.
son, Bob Nelson and G. Higgins, high
rettes that have been robbed
Dr. Veillier-Duray is a member of scores will be allowed to compete in
jump; J. Campbell, Jimmy Morrow the Paris court of appeals and vice- the Northern Division tournament at
iswitch over to this fam ous
o f their natural moisture by
Miss
Elsie
Pauly,
assistant
in
the
and C. W. Leaphart, broad jump.
president of the French Association of Eugene, Oregon.
Department of History, went to Deer
Finish judges, A. N. Whitlock, chief; University Women. She lias studied
brand for an entire day. After
evaporation or scorching that'
The four men who have been picked
Lodge
Sunday.
Frank. Campbell, H. Toole, J. Sterling, in the United States and speaks Eng
to captain their teams in the Interyou have tasted the Camel
H. Adams, C. S. Porter and P. Fraser, lish fluently.
sting the tongue and burn the
class baseball league are: Seniors, Wednesday, April 29. Inter-class track
assistants.
blend o f choicest Turkish and
Johnnie Lewis; junior, L. LeRoux, meet is scheduled for Friday and Sat
throat. There are none o f these
Timers, J. W. Stewart, chief; H.
sophomores, Carter Quinlan a n d urday April 24-25 and any one is
Turner, S. Coffee, H. 0. Bell, A. Wil
mellowest Domestic tobaccos
discomforts with Camels. Try
freshmen, “ Cubs" Coyle. Dick Robin eligible.
lard, W. L. Murphy.
D IR T SPILLS
son has been appointed manager of
kept in prime fresh condition,
Scorer, T. C. Swearingen, chief.
them and see for yourself.
the freshmen club. On Thursday, April
Inspectors, W. E. Schreiber, chief;
Theta Sigs Plan Large Aber Day 23, the freshmen and seniors will
R . J . REYNOLDS TO BACCO CO.
D. Stevlingson, G. Grover, A. Grover,
Smut Session
tangle in a five-inning game at 4
Winston-Salem* *iV. C.
E. Carey, C. Watson, T. Rowe.
o'clock. Sophomores and juniors will
Checking clerk, Ted Mellinger.
The rumor is- out that the Campus play off their games the following
Equipment, H. Lemire and R. Boden. Rakings this year is decidedly a dog
day at the same hour and the rest of j
Field assistants, August Vidro,
gy sheet and that the news hounds, the games will be played the next
Mario, Flint, Cox.
the Theta Sigs, have been busy day week beginning on Tuesday, April 28.
Track assistants, Carl Walker (in
and night unearthing campus boners “ Bats and balls and catchers equip
charge), Spaulding, Parmenter, Car
and such like. Could it be possible ment will be furnished by the depart
penter, Moore, Andrews, Breen, Mc
that you are one of the many, bone ment but the boys will be expected
Carthy, Ryan, Dailey, W. Cox and Bob
makers that fled from these hungry to have their own gloves," said
White.
hounds? We shall see.
Adams.
Tennis-—Harry Adams in charge;
The dirt is spilt now and all bridges
Entries for the horseshoe tourney
assisants, J. Lewis, E. Sunderlin, Billy
are smoking as far as the editors are must be in by Monday noon, April 27,
Rohlffs.
concerned. Oh! And to thinlr it’s too so that the tournament can begin on
Golf—Harry Adams in charge; P.
late for questionable stories to be
Patterson, L. LeRoux, W. Crawford, omitted, but what is done is done. The
D. Fitzgerald, assistants.
dirt stays low and so it will stay until
Marshals, Major Milburn and one
the time when everyone is enjoying
The Gas that starts.
other yet to be chosen.
the lunch on Aber Day. Then the dust
Physician, Dr. Hiemstra.
The Gas that has power.
will raise and the filth will fly high.
The good old razzing dirt has been
The Gas that polls on high.
NOTICE
drifting for some time but she's all
The Gas that is economical.
set now and ready to meet your eager
All Varsity football meu are eyes. And don’t forget that the Theta
asked to report for spring football Sigs have promised us heaps of dirt I
F a c t o r y -fr e s h CAMELS
practice on Aber Day by Coach for only 15 cents. It seems almost
are air-sealed in the new
Oakes. The practice will be in the impossible that 28 pages just covered
Sanitary Package which
form of chalk talks and will be with filth could possibly be purchased |
keeps the dust and germs
held in the second floor classroom
for such a price. But so It is and
out and keeps the flavor in.
of the men’s gym at 4 o’clock.
even bigger and -clever than ever.
a)m i . B. J. H qisM i Ti h u w f m p n j
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Ely Shoe Hospital

Just try th em ...
thenleave

if you can

C amels

SHELL 4 0 0

McKenzie-Wallace Service Station

